UK-Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer’s Name and Address: ASTEC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
16th Floor, Lu Plaza,
2 Wing Yip Street, Kwun Tong,
Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Tel: (852) 2176 3333
Fax: (852) 2176 3888

Product: Switching Power Supply unit
(Switching Power Supply for Building-in)

Type designation: iVS3-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-abbc-
abbc-abbc-abbc-xx
(See General Product Information)

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer.
The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant UK Statutory Instruments:

A: The Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016 (SI 2016 No. 1101)
as attested by conformity with the following harmonized standard(s):

B: The Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2012 (SI 2012 No. 3032)
as attested by conformity with the following harmonized standard(s):
BS EN IEC 63000:2018 Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and
electronic products with respect to the restriction of hazardous substances.

For and on behalf of
ASTEC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Melson Torrijos
Manager
Agency Compliance Engineering